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OPTIMAL PROCESS STRUCTURING
ABSTRACT
Systems of increasing complexity have led to an apparent need for computer
aided techniques in software design. It is the ultimate task of software
engineering to develop tools and procedures which reduce the effort involved
in the production of effective software. In effective' software we look for
the characteristics of correctness, reliability, efficiency, flexibility, and
maintainability. Measures of these characteristics have been proposed in the
literature in terms of relationships between modules. These measures have
been given the names coupling, cohesion, and transport volume, among others.
In this paper, we review a procedure to develop a single measure for intermodule connections based on a combination of the more common measures. The
measures utilized are from common attributes found in a complete system dictionary. The availability of the measures yields a metric that can be
derived in a completely automated fashion.
The derived metric is used in a mathematical model that describes the total
interactions among system or program modules. This mathematical model is in
turn used as an integer program to derive a hierarchy chart of the identified
processes in a top-down, optimal fashion. The integer program allows for module limits on time and size, precedence relationships, and specification of
mutually exclusive and mutually inclusive processes. Since the model is a
mathematical program, other constraints may be added giving the method a great
deal of flexibility. An efficient algorithm for solving the integer programming problem is presented along with implementation issues . The algorithm is
illustrated with an example. Computational results of the code show that the
method is viable for problems of realistic size.

1. Introduction
Computer aided design environments are evolving to facilitate the development of information systems (Shackelton 1982).

These approaches, and the use

of structured techniques (Duran and McReady 1982), are directed at helping the
information system manager control the massive development efforts now underway.

Tools that provide better control over the information system project

and aid in the effective development of the system reduce the burden of the
manager.

The addition of a computer aid for the design process will achieve

several benefits (Heninger and Shore 1982).

System design effort is lessened

resulting in shorter time horizons for the projects and lower costs.

Stan-

dardization is increased across projects where the automated methodology is
employed and documentation can be programmed into the system insuring completeness of the required documentation.
Several design methodologies have been proposed in the literature and
applied in actual development.

The more common are functional decomposition

(Bergland 1981), data flow design (Yourdon and Constantine 1979), data structure design (Warnier 1975 and Jackson 1975), and processing systems optimization (Nunamaker, et.

al. 1974).

These methods all use techniques to reduce a

system to the representation of a structure chart or hierarchy chart.

The

hierarchy chart has come to be accepted as an effective representation that
helps to minimize complexity (Kottemann and Konsynski 1983).
Design optimization methods based on the processing system optimization
approach have been explored by Karimi (1986-87) and Klein, Beck and Konsynski
(1988).

The approaches both acquire all the required information to design a

hierarchy chart for a system from existing documentation and apply mathematical tools in constructing a design.

The model proposed by Karimi utilizes

standard statistical clustering methodology.

This results in a hierarchy

chart that is designed from the bottom up using an objective that only
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considers the interaction of tasks within a module to a single median.

Stan-

dard clustering also uses suboptimal heuristics which allow constraint violations.

The model proposed by Klein, Beck and Konsynski incorporates measures

that allow for a design of the hierarchy based upon the total interaction
among tasks within a module.

The approach is to optimize successive levels of

the hierarchy chart in top-down fashion constrained by physical factors, such
as task precedence requirements, that standard clustering methodologies cannot
handle.
The mathematical program provided by Klein, Beck and Konsynski is an integer programming cluster analysis model that considers total group interaction.

Previously, only a few integer programming models have been applied to

clustering (Mulvey and Crowder 1979) because of the complexity of the problem.
The need for a more complex model was handled by Klein and Aronson (1988) who
developed an algorithm for solving integer programming clustering models.

In

this paper, we review the development of the mathematical program for automated system design and extend the clustering algorithm to be applicable to
the particular problem.

Computational results are reported for the new al-

gorithm and a brief example is reviewed.
2. Decomposition and Modularization
2.1

Rationale
An information system is directed at a defined purpose.

In order to ac-

complish the objective, interacting processes must be connected into a comprehensive whole.
data.

Each process is a logical unit that transports or manipulates

Thus, a process can be a simple operation or an entire system.

If the

scope of the process is too large, the benefit of any analysis is lost.

If

the scope of the process is too small, the complexity of the system is increased.

When a system is decomposed into modules, subsets of the processes

are determined that satisfy a criterion such as the minimization of data
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transference between modules.

The subsets may be arranged hierarchically and

may overlap.
Certain observations have been repeated in the literature regarding present practices in modularization.

(see for example Jackson 1975, Konsynski

1984, Bergland 1981, and Yourdon and Constantine 1979).

These observations

include: 1) the number of feasible modularizations is very large and different
designs are favorable to different criteria; 2) more than one criteria should
be used in the design of the modules and structure/hierarchy chart; 3) the
same modularization may result from different methods; and 4) the complexity
of large systems suggests the use of automated tools.
2.2

Measures
In general, the descriptions given to desired designs are of a qualitative

nature.

The words understandability, flexibility, maintainability, testabil-

ity, reliability, and efficiency are often used to define desirable traits of
an information system design.

In order to quantify these traits, guideline

measures have been proposed.

Myers (1975) and Yourdon and Constantine (1979)

propose the use of coupling to measure the strength of interconnection between
modules and cohesion to measure internal strength.

Transport volume is a

measure of efficiency that defines the amount of data passed form one module
to another.
When these measures, and any other desired measures, are quantified, we
can begin to automate the design process through the use of mathematics and/or
rules.

Attempts have been made to quantify these measures and to arrive at a

composite measure for representing the relationships between modules.

The

development of a metric is now reviewed before the mathematical programming
model is presented.
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In order to systematize this phase of the design process, a process structure has been developed to organize the activities in the detailed design
stage of software life cycle .

Information on process attributes and inter-

process relations are made available from earlier design stages (Konsynski
1981) or from source libraries and data dictionaries.

Graphs are derived

representing the network of processes within the system where each node represents a separate transformation on data.

Decisions have to be made with re-

gard to grouping of these processes to form separate modules.
In order to represent transport volume, matrices are generated to represent the relationships between processes.

The incidence matrix (Nunamaker et

al. 1974) shows the relationships of the processes and files.
Let
k

a file number index,

K

number of files

eik

=

1 if file k (fk) is input to process i (Pi),

eik

=

-1 if fk is output of Pi,

eik

m

0 if there is no incidence between fk and Pi.

The incidence matrix is useful in the process of finding the total transport
volume of data between processes and files within the system.

Let

Vk - volume of fk, and
TVij • transport volume of files between process i and j.
Transport volume is determined to be:
K

TV ij •

}; Vk ·
k-1

I e ik I · I e j k I ·

With this representation, the value TVij is present for the joint process i
and j when they share the same files.
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Cohesion indicates the degree of association or closeness with respect to
data or the functional or logical relationship of the processes within a module.

Attempts have been made, (Myer 1975 and Yourdon and Constantine 1979) to

assign a relative weight or "cohesion factor" to each level to show the extent of the difference between levels by the cohesion factor rather than simple ranking.
weights.

The same principle is used here to assign interdependency

The weights are chosen in the [0,1] range for normalization and de-

composition purposes.
(1)

The following two relational matrices are developed:

Precedence matrix -- the matrix shows if a particular process is
a direct precedent to any other process.
Pij
Pij

(2)

Namely;

1 if Pi is a direct precedent to Pj, and
0 otherwise.

=

The Matrix of timing relationship (Marimont 1959) is determined by
the earliest time and the latest time of execution of each process.
Using the procedure, the matrix T is defined in the following manner:
Tij

1 if process Pi is invoked at the same time as process Pj,
and

Tij

=

0 otherwise.

A close look at cohesion and the above matrices, which identify the process relationships, suggests a cohesion weighting scheme (Wij) to be used when
automating the design.

When processing elements having no logical or data

relationships are grouped in a poor design just to avoid repeating a segment
of code, the resulting module will have coincidental cohesion.
K

if Pij

o. ~

I e ik I · I e j k I

k=1

0 and Tij

Therefore,

0, then set Wij

=

0.
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In other words, if two processes have no direct precedence relationships,
share no data, and they are not required to be invoked at the same time, then
a zero weight would be assigned to the link joining the two processes, indieating coincidental cohesion as a result of their grouping.
When two processes have no data relationship but they are invoked at the
same time interval, grouping of them would result in a module with temporal
cohesion.

A weight of 0.3 is assigned to the link joining them according to:
K

if

r I eik I . I ejk I ..
k==1

0, Pij

0, and Tij .. 1, then set Wij • 0.3.

Two processes have procedural cohesion if they are activated by the
same process, but they do not necessarily use the same data set as input:
K

if Pij '"' 1 and

r I eik I . I ejk I
k=1

0, then set Wij • 0.5.

Communicational cohesion results when the processing elements within the
modules use the same input data sets or they produce the same output data sets.
Therefore:
K

if Pij

o

and

r I e ik I · I e j k I
k=1

1, then set Wij • 0.7.

Sequential cohesion between processes is easily recognizable from the data
flow graph and related matrices.

In terms of a data flow graph, sequential

association results from a linear chain of successive transformation of data.
Since sequential cohesion produces fewer intermodule communications:
K

1 and

r I eik I . I ejk I

-

1, then set Wij = . 9.

k-1

Two processes may have a functional relationship by being part of a single
operation.

For example, processing elements which perform the edit function
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within a module exhibit functional cohesion.
would be asked to identify the processes.

In such cases, the designer

A weight of (1.0) is assigned to

the link joining them.
A measure for potential coupling may be based upon the percentage of data
sets used entirely within groupings of modules.

Specific levels of coupling

are determined by the code generated, but a measure to consider the potential
for poor coupling may be derived from the percentage of data items shared by
two modules, or:
number of shared data items for i and j
number of total data items
This information would be available from a comprehensive system dictionary.
As Cij decreases, the desire is to group process i with process j to avoid
coupling problems.
These and other desired complex criteria, may be used to derive a single
measure for evaluating a design.

This can be accomplished with the following:

where the wi's represent importance weights on each of the criterion.

The

significance is that we can arrive at a measure or figure of merit for an
organization of processes into program modules.

Thus, by quantifying the

influence of the selected criteria on each property we have a scoring procedure to measure the success of each design.
The selection of the weights and the scaling of the individual criterion
would be critical to the success of the proposed metric.
be conducted to provide a single scale for each criterion.

Scaling should first
Approaches uti-

lizing a strict 0 to 1 scale for each criterion, where 0 represents the most
preferred value and 1 the least preferred, are common (Keeney and Raiffa
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1976).

Informal or formal weighting methods can then be applied to finalize

the metric.

2.3 Optimum Decomposition
The single metric defined in (1) must then be used to decompose the process graph into a hierarchy chart.

Treating the metric as a composite mea-

sure, however, an objective function can be written as:

(2)

MIN

I I

pij

i j

where the Pij are weights that represent conflict between modules.

This ob-

jective function now strives to group modules that are closely related and
separate modules performing different functions.

Thus we more accurately re-

fleet the goals of decomposition and are able to formulate a single mixed integer program that may be used to decompose the totality of processes in a
system into successive groupings of modules on a hierarchy chart.

Subsequent

applications of the integer program would create each lower level on the
hierarchy.
The advantage of having a mixed integer program include 1) the ability to
use standard solution methods, 2) the ability to add precedence constraints
that enforce any sequential module requirements, 3) top-down decomposition
through successive application, 4) the ability to place restrictions on the
number of modules in each group, and 5) the ability to set the number of
groups.
Xi!

Let
be a zero-one variable representing whether process i is in module

1 (•1) or not (·0),
Yij

be a zero-one variable representing if process i and process j are in
the same module (•1) or not (sO),

L

be the number of desired modules,
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n

be the number of processes,

bt

be an upper bound on the number of processes in module 1,

ti

be a time (or memory, etc.) unit (weight) for process i, and

Ct

be an upper limit on the resource defined by ti for module 1.

The mixed integer program (MIP) may be stated as:
n-1
(3)

MIN

n

~

~

[PijYijl

i=1 j=i+1
subject to:
(4)

Yij ~Xi! + Xjt - 1

(5)

~ txu -<
1 ... 1

L

for each i,j pair in each module 1,

L

~ 1Xj1
1=1

for each i,j precedence, where
i prededes j,

L

(6)

~xu

1

for each process i,

1=1
n
(7)

~

xu < bt

for each module 1,

i-1

(a)

Xi! + Xjt < 1

for each i,j of mutual exclusion,

n
(9)

~

tiXU < Ct

for each module 1,

i-1
(10)

... ,

xu - 0,1

for i-1,

n; 1=1,

Yij .. 0,1

for i=1,

n; j=1, ... , n .

Constraint (4) relates group membership to the objective function.

L, and

The inte-

grality restriction on Yij may be dropped, because each Yij will be driven to
zero by the objective function unless forced to be one by constraint set (4).
This greatly reduces the number of integer variables.

Constraint (5) repre-

sents the precedence relations and (6) ensures that each process is assigned
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to one and only one module.

Cosntraint (7) allows an upper bound be placed on

module membership and (8) is used if two processes must not appear in the same
module.

Constraint (9) allows for a limit on module capacity (time, memory,

etc.) and (10) enforces the 0,1 integrality.
3.

Optimization

3 . 1 The Algorithm
Our algorithm is an extension of Balas' Implicit Enumeration (see Balas
(1965)) to handle multiple branches from each node in the tree.

required, a depth-first search strategy is used.

Though not

The depth of the tree repre-

sents the process under consideration; the branches represents module membership, as shown in the example problem of Figure 1.

The algorithm assumes pos -

itive distances for the objective function and no side constraints for the
initial presentation, though these restrictions may be dropped with modifications to the algorithm.

We need the following additional notation to state

the algorithm.
Additional Notation:
p

- a pointer to the current depth in the tree,

m

-module membership indicator (from 1 to K),

Bp

Bound on unassigned processes at depth p, (Its computation is
presented in the next section. A value of zero is assumed for
the initial presentation of the algorithm),

n(m)

the number of processes in module m,

q

- the number of modules with no membership,

Z

- the value of the objective function of the incumbent, and

XIL

- the incumbent values of all Xi£·

The algorithm consists of the following, detailed steps:
STEP 0:

(Initialize.) p c 0.
Go to STEP 1.

n(m) • 0 form

1 to L.

q

L.

Z
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STEP 1:

(Increment search depth.) p = p + 1. m • 1. n(m) • n(m) + 1.
If n(m) = 1 then q • q - 1. Go to STEP 2.

STEP 2:

(Feasibility.)

STEP 3:

(Suboptimality.)

If (n-p) < q then go to STEP 5, else go to STEP 3.
If Z <

p-1

p

I

I

i·j j =i+1
else go to STEP 4.
STEP 4:

(Update Incumbent.) I f p • n then XIL = xa for all i,! and
p
p-1
I
I
z - i-j j=i+1 dijY ij • and go to STEP 5, else go to STEP 1.

STEP 5:

(Determine Action After Fathom.) If m • Lor (n(m)
= O) then to to STEP 7, else go to STEP 6.

STEP 6:

(Fathom: Branch Right on Module.) n(m) = n(m)- 1. m = m + 1.
n(m) = n(m) + 1. If n(m) = 1 then q = q -1. Go to STEP 2.

STEP 7:

(Fathom: Depth Retraction.) n(m) • n(mO- 1 and p = p- 1, If n(m)
• 0 the q = q + 1. If P > 0 then go to STEP 5, else STOP.

3.2

1 and n(m+l)

Implementation Issues
The convergence properties of the algorithm are of great concern because

the algorithm could evaluate the maximum number of solution nodes in the tree,
n

I

Li. Convergence is dramatically improved through the obtainment of tight
i-0
bounds and the use of a heuristic procedure to obtain an initial solution.
The bounding routines used for the basic problem involve the use of upper and
lower bounds on the module assignment based on the precedence relations and
limitations.

These bounds were introduced by Patterson and Albracht (1975).

Intuitively, if a process is involved in a precedence structure then there are
a certain number of processes that must be completed prior to the beginning of
the process and a certain set of processes that must be accomplished after the
process.

In Figure 1, process 2 must be preceded by process 1.

Assume that

this required preprocess takes a total of 7 time units and process 2 takes 3
units.

Thus, if a desired time limit in each module is 9 time units, process

2 cannot possibly be placed before module 2.

A similar argument holds for the
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upper bound on the module assignment by considering the time of the processes
that must follow a particular process.

Using the module membership restric-

tions, we can describe a similar type of limitation on the earliest (leftmost)
and

latest (rightmost) modules into which a process may be placed.

The for-

mal definition of these bounds may be found in Patterson and Albracht (1975).
Lower bounds on the interactions of the remaining processes to be classified, Bp, are computed in Step 3 and added to the computed objective function
value at each iteration.

These bounds are composed of a portion for the in-

teractions of the unassigned processes to the assigned processes and a portion
associated strictly within the unassigned processes.

The bound on the unas-

signed processes to the assigned processes is computed in a stratghtforward
manner.

Each unassigned process is tested in turn for assignment to each

module.

The minimum interactions across all modules are used for the lower

bound.

These are then summed over all unassigned processes.

The bound on the

interactions within the unassigned processes is more involved.

First the

minimum number of interactions at a particular level in the tree are computed
using the notion that a balanced tree provides the fewest number of interactions.

Thus, the minimum number of interactions is computed assuming that, in

the worst bounding case, the processes are as evenly distributed as possible.
The number of interactions within each module of unassigned processes is the
sum of the integers less one process.

These are summed across all modules to

give the remaining minimum number of interactions, Tp.

Finally, sum the Tp

lowest distance entries in the bottom right hand part of the metric matrix of
size r x r, where r-n-p (the number of unassigned processes).

The deter-

mination of this tight bound is a relatively fast computational step that
directly fathoms a significant portion of the branch and bound tree.
details of this bound can be found in Klein and Aronson (1988).

More
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Feasibility tests are made in Step 2.

Module membership constraints (7)

are tested by verifying that the module to which the addition of an additional
process is being attempted has enough capacity to accept it.

Weight capacity

constraint (9) tests are made by comparing the value of the weight in the current module to the specified limit for the module.

Precedence constraints (4)

are checked by verifying that the assignment of process p to module m does not
violate any precedence relations.

Any violation leads to fathoming the cur-

rent trial solution.
Rather than starting the implicit enumeration algorithm with no incumbent,
i.e., having an infinite objective value, it became clear that the development
and implementation of a fast heuristic methodology was in order to speed up
convergence of the implicit enumeration algorithm.

Because the network struc-

ture of (3) through (10) is essentially that of an assembly line balancing
problem with a different objective function, an initial incumbent is found by
a variation of heuristics used for solving line balancing problems.

Refer to

Aronson and Klein (1987) for details.
4.0 Example
A small example will be solved to illustrate the algorithm.

In Figure 1,

we present the distance matrix and branch and bound tree for a problem with
n•3 and L-2.

Exterior to each solution node are the variable assignments that

represent the node and the value of its objective (underlined) .
the interior of each node represent:

The values at

the node number; the value of the depth

pointer p; and the module membership of process p in the node.
STEP 0:

The values of the algorithm are initialized as represented by node 0.
The incumbent solution may be initialized by using a known clustering
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heuristic {see Zupan 1982), or by the heuristic in Aronson and Klein
{1987) if desired.
STEP

!=

Step 1 increments the depth of the search.
strategy is used.
node 1 in the tree.

A depth first search

Initially, process 1 is placed in module 1 at
The counter for the number of processes in the

module is incremented.
STEP 2:

Feasibility tests are conducted here.

If any branch proves to be

infeasible it is fathomed and the algorithm proceeds to Step 5.

If

{n-p) is less than the number of empty modules, the branch will be
suboptimal since all costs are positive.

This test fails on the

first pass.
STEP 3:

Compute the objective function value at the current depth.

If this

is greater than or equal to the current incumbent value, the node of
the branch can only be suboptimal.

In the first pass the cost is

zero because no two processes are in the same module.

The lower

bound on the remainder of the processes is determined by computing
the minimum number of interactions among the remaining processes and
selecting the lowest values in the distance matrix as discussed in
the subsection on bounds.

The bound is then added to the value of

the objective at the current node and used in the determination of
suboptimality.
STEP 4:

Suboptimality is not found in the first pass.

Step 4 determines that all processes have not been assigned to modules and therefore an incumbent has not been found on the first pass.
Control passes back to Step 1 .
The algorithm makes one more pass to reach node 3.

Another pass

is started by adding the third process to the firs t module in node 3.
This pass is aborted in Step 2 when it is determined that node 3 is
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unreasonable because at least one module will be empty.
is passed to
STEP

~:

Thus control

Step 5 for the first time.

Node 3 is fathomed.

This can be done either by moving up a level or

by branching to the right to try the current process in the next
module.

Two conditions can indicate a depth retraction:

1) the cur-

rent process is already in the final module; or 2) there is only one
entry in the current module and no entries in the next module, i.e.,
to the right.

It is determined at node 3 that the process must still

be tested in the second module.

This is done by passing control to

Step 6.
STEP 6:

The pointer for module membership for the current process, 3, is incremented.

The appropriate counters are maintained.

represented by node 4 in that tree.

This is now

Control returns to Step 2 for

further processing.
Node 4 proves feasible in Step 2, is not suboptimal in Step 3,
and as a result, the incumbent is updated in Step 4 before being
fathomed.

The algorithm proceeds in this fashion until all nodes are

explicitly or implicitly enumerated.
served as the final incumbent.

The optimal solution is pre-

The values shown in the tree provide

enough data to follow the rest of the algorithm to completion.

The

resulting hierarchy chart would be as shown in Figure 2.
5.0 Computational Experience
The clustering algorithm was implemented in the FORTRAN code GROUPS2, on
the Southern Methodist University IBM 3081-D24.
mization level 3 was used.

The FORTVS2 compiler at opti-

Four problems with several variations were solved.

The variations, for different maximum group sizes, include:

1) the problem

with only precedence constraints (3-6, 10); and 2) the problem with precedence
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1.64%.

Problems having both precedence and group constraints are much more

tightly constrained than those not having such constraints.

Therefore, many

solution nodes are fathomed based on feasibility.
The last two problem sets are more representative of large-scale cluster
analysis problems.

Currently there are no real-world CAPO problems of this

size available in the literature.

However, this may be due to the fact that

until now it was not possible to solve such problems to optimality.

As can be

seen in Table l, the larger problems show the same characteristic trends as
the smaller ones.
6. Conclusions
A computer aided system and program design method is proposed that helps
speed the design process and reduce the need for resources in the design phase
of a new system's development.

The objectives of the method are to develop a

top down modular system design based on accepted measures as coupling, cohesion, and transport volume.

Once a measure is determined, the method decom-

poses a graph of directed procedures into a hierarchy chart through the successive application of a mixed integer programming model.

An efficient, implicit enumeration algorithm for optimizing the clustering
criteria along with specialized bounding techniques is developed.

The devel-

opment and implementation of specialized bounding rules derived from the precedence and module capacity constraints dramatically decrease the number of
subproblem nodes that need to be evaluated by the branch and bound algorithm.
This method obtains better solutions to the design problems than applied
clustering heuristics with the constraints relaxed.
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Table 1
Representative Computational Results of Testing GROUPS2
Code Number:

The
The
P •
G •

G • GROUPS2 Problem,
K • KARIMI Problem,
T • Tonge Problem,
D • Double Tonge Problem.
first number (13,23,70,140) • Number of Processes;
second number (after the underscore -( )) • Maximum Number of Modules;
Precedence Relations (5) Present;
Module Membership Capacity Constraints (7,9).

CODE
NO . /NOTE
Kl3 2P
K13 3P
K13 4P
K13 5P
K13 6P
K13 7P
K13 8P
K13 2PG
K13 3PG
K13 4PG
K13 5PG
K13 6PG
K13 7PG
K13 8PG *
K13 8PG
G23 3P
G23 4P
G23 5P
G23 6P
G23 3PG *
G23 4PG
G23 5PG
G23 6PG *
G23 7PG
G23 8PG *
T70 3PG
T70 5PG
T70-30PG
D140-3PG

RATIO
OPT./
HEUR.

-

98.15%
86.34%
63.86%
49.06%
33.96%
25.79%
20.75%
98.51%
92.94%
98.15%
96.30%
87.10%
100.00%
94.29%
77.56%
48 . 21%
36.16%
27.23%
72.77%
59.86%
54.80%
56.37%
7.42%
96.01%
99.97%

*
**

NODE COUNTS
CPU
TIME

TOTAL
EVALUATED

MAXIMUM

0.01
0.14
1.13
7.14
21.89
74.45
222.30
0.01
0.03
0.37
0.59
1.36
10.44
0.00
58.78
0.75
4.58
36.95
214.59
0.21
0.96
12.29
26.79
55.67
30.48
164.34
7107.30
5411.32
633.21

269
4279
35789
234047
657950
2278215
6994178
103
866
11302
19463
43651
333226
56
1874763
10267
65529
560999
3303572
3061
13608
166784
481053
1060935
592334
227073
37762883
28147712
3281917

16383
2391484
89478485
1.53E+09
1.57E+10
1.13E+ll
6. 28E+ll
16383
2391484
89478485
1.53E+09
1. 57E+10
1.13E+ll
6. 28E+ll
6.28E+11
2391484
89478485
1.53E+09
1. 57E+10
2391484
89478485
1.53E+09
1.57E+10
1.13E+ll
6. 28E+ll
3.75E+33
1.06E+49

-

NUMBER

**

9.40E+66

No Feasible Solution Found by the Heuristic.
Beyond the Precision of the IBM 3081- D24.

PERCENT
EVALUATED
1.64%
0.18%
0.04%
0.02%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.63%
0.04%
0.01%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.43%
0.07%
0.04%
0.02%
0.13%
0.02%
0.01%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

1,2,3

1,3

Figure 2.
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The resulting hierarchy chart for the example.
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Figure 1: Example Problem with Precedence Solved by the Branch and Bound Algorithm. In each node
are the node number, its depth in the tree (• process number), and the module membership
assignment. Outside each node are the variable assignment and objective value. Large
nodes are explicitly enumerated. Small nodes are implicitly enumerated. The optimum 1s
found at node 6 (indicated by a *) with three processes grouped as 1 in 1, 2 in 2, and
3 in 1. There are no module membership or capacity limits.
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